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Introduction

• Vehicles generate several negative externalities, such as traffic congestion, air pollution,

and traffic accidents (Parry et al., 2007), but much attention has focused on congestion

externalities.

• To reduce traffic congestion to the socially-optimal level, a toll equal to congestion

externalities should be charged (Walters, 1961).

• The congestion pricing theory has been modeled in various ways but few models

consider pollution externalities resulting from vehicle emissions.

• Arnott and Kraus (2003) provide an excellent introduction to highway congestion pricing

theory and it is not hard to add vehicle pollution externalities to their model
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• Congestion pricing has been practiced in some cities (for example, London and

Stockholm), but empirical evidence on its effect on air pollution is scant.

• Daniel and Bekka (2000) adapt TRANPLAN, a widely used highway-modeling program, to

simulate the effect of congestion pricing on vehicle emissions using data from New

Castle County, Delaware.

• Mitchell et al. (2005) simulate the impact of different road pricing schemes on air quality

using data from Leeds, UK.

• Anas and Lindsey (2011) review a few simulation and estimation studies in London,

Stockholm, and Milan.

• These studies show that tolls can reduce vehicle. No similar studies have been conducted

in China. This study uses data from the removal of highway tolls in urban China and

demonstrates that tolls can substantially reduce air pollution.
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• China's highway network has grown rapidly: expressway mileage grew from 522 km in

1990 to 41,005 in 2005, and is expected to reach 85,000 by 2020 (Yang and Lee, 2008, p.

1).

• Urban air pollution is a serious issue in China. Vehicles are one of the major contributors

to urban air pollution in China (Cai and Xie, 2007).

• For example, in Beijing, vehicles are responsible for at least 23% of particulate matter.A

large proportion of vehicles travel on highways and most of these are passenger vehicles.

Removing highway tolls will lead to socially-excessive passenger vehicle travel due to

more congestion and more emissions.
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• We use a quasi-natural experiment in China to study the effect of removing highway tolls

on urban air pollution. On July 24, 2012, the China State Council announced that highway

tolls would be waived for passenger vehicles with fewer than eight seats during four

official holidays: Spring Festival, Tomb-Sweeping Day, Labor Day (May 1), and National

Day (October1), beginning with National Day 2012. There are eight days during the 2012

National Day holiday (September 30 to October 7, 2012), when highway tolls were first

waived. We use the seven-day National Day holiday in 2011 (October 1 to October 7,

2011) as the comparison. It is worth noting that the only difference between the 2011

and 2012 National Day holidays is the highway toll waiver; there is no other nationwide

policy during these two holidays that affects air quality.
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• Using the daily air pollution and weather data for 98 major cities in China for 2011 and

2012 to identify the effects of removing highway tolls on urban air pollution.

• To control for unobserved confounding factors that may affect daily air quality, we

employ both a panel regression discontinuity design method and a differences-in-

differences method with the 2011 National Day holiday as a comparison.

• The findings suggest that removing highway tolls lowers social welfare.
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• The study complements not only the limited empirical evidence on congestion pricing's

effect on air pollution but also the literature on alternative road pricing, such as a

gasoline tax.

• Compared with vehicle emission pricing or other externality tax, a gasoline tax is

administratively simple and has been adopted in many countries.

• Although gasoline tax is not placed on emissions, miles travelled, or peak-period

congestion, an optimal gasoline tax should take into account the external costs of

congestion, air pollution, and accidents.

• A few studies estimate consumers’ response to gasoline tax but direct empirical evidence

on the effect of gasoline tax on air pollution is scarce. The estimated toll elasticity of

pollution is in line with the implied gasoline tax elasticity of pollution.
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Data

• The two main data sets we use are the daily air pollution index (API) data and the daily

weather conditions for major cities in China.

• The concentrations of three pollutants measured at monitoring stations within a city:

PM10, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and sulfur dioxide (SO2).

• Focusing on the sample period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2012 but also

expand the sample back to 2009 for robustness checks and placebo tests.

• After January 1, 2013, the MEP stopped publishing the API and switched to a new air

quality index (AQI) for 74 cities.
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• When the API is above 50, the major pollutant is identified. PM10 is the major pollutant

for most of the days in most of cities and vehicles are the major creator of PM10 in cities.

For example, approximately 53% of Beijing's PM10 is attributable to motor vehicles: 23%

due to auto emissions and 30% road dust (Hao et al., 2005)

• PM10 has a linear piecewise relationship with API (Andrews, 2008):
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• Using both the API and the imputed PM10 to test the effect of waiving highway tolls.

• Weather conditions influence emissions and air quality.

• PM10 concentration is affected by precipitation and wind speed (Rost et al., 2009; Jones

et al., 2010) and ozone is not easily formed on cloudy, cool, rainy, or windy days.

• Daily weather conditions include wind speed, humidity, temperature, and precipitation

and are downloaded from the website 〈www. wunderground.com〉.

• The weather data also include visibility, which is closely related to air pollution.

• By the end of 2008, about 95% of expressways in China are tolled. Toll rates differ across

provinces, highways, and vehicle types.
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• Because of this complexity of the toll rate structure we need to construct a “toll index”

for each city to estimate the toll elasticity of air pollution.

• Merging the air pollution and weather data and dropping cities without any tolled

expressways passing by provides a final sample of 98 cities in 31 provinces (or province-

level cities).

• Fig. 2 shows the map of these 98 cities and the highways connecting them.

• Table 1 presents the summary statistics of key variables.
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Model specifications

• Since both production and consumption activities generate air pollution and holidays

alter the proportion of these two types of activities, we need to separate the holiday

effect.

• Using the 2011 National Day holiday, from October 1 to October 7, during which highway

tolls were charged, as a control group.

• The main model is a city fixed effect, panel data model:

(1)
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• Ideally, gasoline prices should be included too. However, gasoline prices are regulated by

the central government and their changes are not coincident with the “Notoll” period.In

addition, the inclusion of year fixed effects and flexible time trends absorbs well these

gasoline price shocks.

• During recent years, high-speed train has become a popular commuting mode in many

Chinese cities. Drivers in cities with high-speed train lines or stations are likely to be

more sensitive to trip cost due to substitution between commuting modes.

• We test this effect heterogeneity by estimating Model (1) for two subsamples: cities with

at least one high-speed train line passing through in both 2011 and 2012 and cities

without any high-speed train lines in both years.
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• For the RDD estimation, f(t) is prefered to be a local linear or quadratic polynomial term.

• Gelman and Zelizer (2015) examine two published studies and demonstrate that RDD

estimates may be very sensitive to high-order polynomials of the assignment variable.

• Focusing on the estimates using local linear and quadratic regressions but also report the

estimates using global polynomial regressions.

• Reassuringly, both approaches generate very similar results.
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Results

• 1.1  Suggestive results

• 1.2  Results from panel DID design

• 1.3  PM10 and visibility results

• 1.4  Testing the intertemporal shift of travel demand

• 1.5  Placebo test and sensitivity test

• 1.6  Estimating the toll elasticity of pollution
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1.1 Suggestive results

• We first estimate Model (1) separately for the 2011 and 2012 subsamples. We must drop

the Notoll variable because tolls were charged on all days of the 2011 National Day

holiday and in 2012 the days without tolls coincided with the National Day holiday. We

treat the National Day holiday as an exogenous “policy” and apply the RDD method,

using flexible time trends to control for unobserved confounding factors that affect

urban air pollution. These estimates can show whether the National Day holidays affect

air pollution differently in 2011 and 2012.
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• To check whether the above suggestive results are sensitive to the window width before

and after the “policy”, we also employ the RDD method with local linear or quadratic

regressions to estimate the difference in air pollution before, during, and after the

National Day holidays with a symmetric, narrow window.

• Specifically, we regress log(API) on the Nationalday dummy, weekend dummy, four daily

weather variables, city fixed effects, and linear or quadratic time trends before, during,

and after the “policy”, using a small window of seven days before, during, and after the

National Day holiday in 2011. We estimate the same model using a small window of

eight days before, during, and after the National Day holiday in 2012.
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• As a visual demonstration, we apply the RDD method and estimate the effect of National

Day holiday on air pollution for Shanghai, China's largest city.

• Fig. 3 shows the symmetric quadratic trend seven days before, during, and after the 2011

National Day holiday.

• Fig. 4 shows the symmetric quadratic trend eight days before, during, and after the 2012

National Day holiday.
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1.2 Results from panel DID design

• To take into account city heterogeneity and to tease out the holiday effect from the

“Notoll” effect, we apply the panel differences-indifferences (DID) method.

• Panel 1 of Table 4 reports the estimate results of our main Model (1) using pooled 2011

and 2012 data and a narrow window as in Table 4.

• To facilitate discussion we use the results estimated with a linear time trend as the

baseline although the test statistic for Akaike's information criterion (AIC) indicates that

the quadratic term is slightly preferred. Table A1 presents the panel data models with

global polynomial time trends up to the fourth order and shows that the estimated

“Notoll” effects are robust, albeit slightly larger in magnitude
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• As a visual demonstration, we apply the RDD method and estimate the effect of National

Day holiday on air pollution for Shanghai, China's largest city.

• Fig. 3 shows the symmetric quadratic trend seven days before, during, and after the 2011

National Day holiday.

• Fig. 4 shows the symmetric quadratic trend eight days before, during, and after the 2012

National Day holiday.
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• To test whether drivers who can substitute driving for train are more responsive to the

Notoll policy, we re-estimate panel 1 models for two subsamples.

• cities with at least one high-speed train line passing through in both years and cities

without. There are 40 cities that have at least one high-speed train line passing through

in both 2011 and 2012, 46 cities that have no high-speed train lines in both 2011 and

2012, and 12 cities that have no high-speed train lines in 2011 but have at least one in

2012.
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• The local features and different development stages of cities in China contribute

differently to vehicle emissions (Huo et al., 2011). Therefore, to better capture city-

specific unobserved factors that may affect daily air pollution, we control for both city

fixed effects and city-specific time trends under the premise that the aggregate pollution

trend across all cities does not jump discontinuously.

• Using the full panel data and global polynomial time trends up to the third order

generates slightly larger estimates of the Notoll effect (Table A2).
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1.3 PM10 and visibility results
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1.4 Testing the intertemporal shift of travel demand

• Although the city-specific time trend models provide compelling evidence that

eliminating tolls significantly increases air pollution, this effect may be overestimated if

trips originally scheduled shortly after the National Day holiday simply shifted forward to

the holiday period when tolls were waived. This intertemporal displacement effect is

termed the “harvesting effect”.

• To test this harvesting effect, we add a dummy variable set to one if a day is one of the

eight days right after the “no toll” policy period and re-estimate Model (1).

• Since the control group now is days outside of the narrow window, we use the full

sample and global high-order polynomial regressions.
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1.5 Placebo test and sensitivity test

• Our identification strategy relies on the assumption that the National Day holiday in 2011

serves as a good comparison to help isolate the holiday effect from the toll waiver effect

for the National Day holiday in 2012. However, if the National Day holiday in 2011 has an

unobserved, upward trend in air pollution which is not controlled for by flexible time

trends, then such an upward trend will confound our “Notoll” policy variable and

therefore the toll waiver effect will be overestimated.

• To test whether the National Day holiday in 2011 serves as a good control group, we do

two placebo tests. The first test uses the data for year 2009 and 2010 and assumes that

tolls were waived during the 2010 National Day holiday period. Similarly, the second test

combines the data for year 2010 and 2011 and assumes that tolls were waived during

the 2011 National Day holiday period.
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1.6 Estimating the toll elasticity of pollution

• To be more informative, we replace the Notoll dummy by the weighted toll rate in each

city to estimate the toll elasticity of pollution. We manually collect the toll rate of each

highway in each city, then use the length of each highway as a weight to compute the

weighted average of highway toll for each city.

• Table 9 reports the results of panel data models with a narrow window where the Notoll

dummy is replaced by a weighted toll rate in each city.

• Using global polynomial time trends with the full panel data set generates similar results

(Table A4).
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Conclusions

• Vehicles generate congestion and pollution externalities. A toll can be charged to

alleviate congestion and reduce vehicle emissions. In the absence of a toll the number of

vehicles on the road will exceed the optimal number that maximizes social welfare.

• When highway tolls were waived nationwide for passenger vehicles during the 2012

eight-day National Day holiday period, urban air pollution increased by about 20%; PM10

increased by 26%; and visibility decreased by one kilometer.

• The findings suggest that the policy of eliminating tolls during holidays generates a

significant loss of social welfare.
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• Although due to data availability we are unable to quantify how much the optimal toll

should be during the national holidays, this study does provide the first empirical

evidence on the effect of road pricing on air pollution in China; it also complements the

scant literature on empirical studies of the environmental effect of road pricing.

• The study provides a timely and useful reference to the policymakers of those cities.
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